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Overview

 Brief overview of processing workflow

 Prerequisites

 “Live” demo

 Standard products

 QA/QC



AP terminology

 Uses new terms to describe the processing arrangement

 Delivery tiles: Point tiles (LAS or LAZ) delivered by the data provider

 Processing tile: Set of points submitted to all of the tools. Typically these 

are clipped from the delivery tiles and include a “buffer” around the tile.

 Processing block: Collection of processing tiles that will be processed by 

a single processing thread. Processing blocks also provide a structure for 

outputs.
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AP workflow

 Workflows can support a variety of processing tasks

 Standard scripts included with the distribution produce a 
set of outputs

 Outputs can be turned ON or OFF

 Savvy users can use the workflow in non-standard ways

 Single or multiple processing threads

 Always a single entry point to start the processing

 Separate monitoring tool provides visual display of 

progress



Prerequisites

 Bare-earth models converted to FUSION’s DTM format

 Can optionally create bare-earth models on the fly

 Conversion of vendor-supplied models using GDAL

 Return density raster needed to compute efficient processing tile 

layout

 FUSION tools: Catalog or ReturnDensity

 Compute range of intensity values (only needed if producing 

intensity images)

 FUSION tools: ReturnDensity

 8-bit histogram stretch is applied to intensity data using the 98th

percentile value of all first-return values as the maximum intensity



Live demo…



Héen Latinee Experimental Forest

30,884 acres



Standard products (produced using scripts 

distributed with FUSION)

 Compute the following (raster data in ERDAS IMAGINE format):

 First-return metrics (elevation and intensity)

 All-return metrics (elevation and intensity)

 Metrics by height strata (all returns)

 Metrics by height strata (first returns)

 Canopy height models

 Intensity images

 Bare-ground surface models (optional)

 Topographic metrics

 Shapefiles for delivery tiles, processing tiles & processing blocks



When the dust settles…

 How do you check to see that everything processed?

 Status monitor shows the outcome for individual processing tiles but not 

operations that operate on processing blocks or over the entire 

processing area



Status monitor

 Green is good

 Click on a processing tile and you 

can view the log file for the tile



When the dust settles…

 How do you check to see that everything processed?

 Status monitor shows the outcome for individual processing tiles but not 

operations that operate on processing blocks or over the entire 

processing area

 Raster layer of total return counts verifies coverage

 Things to look for:

 Areas with open water: no returns…OK

 Other areas with no returns are suspect

 Anything that shows an “edge” that corresponds to a processing tile or block



Return count (30m cells)



When the dust settles…

 How do you check to see that everything processed?

 Status monitor shows the outcome for individual processing tiles but not 

operations that operate on processing blocks or over the entire 

processing area

 Raster layer of total return counts verifies coverage

 Things to look for:

 Areas with open water: no returns…OK

 Other areas with no returns are suspect

 Anything that shows an “edge” that corresponds to a processing tile or block

 Coarse scale canopy height layer can highlight areas where the bare-

earth model has problems



Canopy height (30m cells)



When the dust settles…

 How do you check to see that everything processed?

 Status monitor shows the outcome for individual processing tiles but not 
operations that operate on processing blocks or over the entire 
processing area

 Raster layer of total return counts verifies coverage

 Things to look for:

 Areas with open water: no returns…OK

 Other areas with no returns are suspect

 Anything that shows an “edge” that corresponds to a processing tile or block

 Coarse scale canopy height layer can highlight areas where the bare-
earth model has problems

 Topographic metrics can highlight bare-earth model problems



Slope (45m cells)



Computing considerations

 More cores is almost always better

 SSD can provide 5-10X improvements in processing speed

 Primary bottleneck is almost always reading point data

 Divide point data across multiple drives (ideally multiple SSDs)

 Small delivery tiles process faster than large tiles

 Secondary bottleneck is merging outputs

 Processing blocks or entire area

 Raster formats and tools in FUSION are not very efficient

 Use a different drive for inputs and outputs


